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Background

GAELIC (Gauteng and Environs Library Consortium) was a regional academic library consortium founded in April 1996 as a programme of FOTIM (Foundation of Tertiary Institutions of the Northern Metropolis). It was initially established to collaborate in the purchase of a common library system, but its focus evolved to ensuring the effective use of the library system, skills development and capacity building of member library staff and seeking opportunities for resource sharing and cooperative purchasing. Its benefits included providing networking opportunities among member library staff, collaborative projects, access to collective resources and cost-effective practices through, for example, a wide variety of workshops, training sessions, marketing events and information sessions for its entire member library staff.

Early achievements in GAELIC include the utilisation of technology and the linking of member libraries by networks, as well as the sharing of existing resources and exploring ways of cooperation and collaboration particularly in the IT-enhanced field. Funding by the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation for a shared state-of-the-art library system secured a sound start to this and by 2003 the INNOPAC system from Innovative Interfaces Inc (III) had been implemented at all sixteen library sites within the consortium. By 2008 all member libraries were using the latest version of the system, called Millennium.

As a member of SANLiC (the South African National Library and information Consortium), negotiations on behalf of the member libraries resulted in substantial cost saving in access to various electronic databases and in joint purchasing of electronic journal titles.

Due to consolidation of projects and duplication, FOTIM and GAELIC closed down in July 2011.

The Collection (5.1 lin m)

The GAELIC papers consist mainly of agendas, minutes and annexures of the various workgroups that functioned to ensure coordination and best practices amongst the GAELIC member libraries.

There are also working papers and contracts between Innovative Interfaces INC (III) and GAELIC as well as memoranda of agreement and service level agreements between GAELIC members.

The collection, organised and boxed by GAELIC staff, was donated to the Archives in 2011. The order was retained but the papers were filed in archival folders and reboxed.

Other material

In 2009 Mr Phillip de Villiers of the University of Pretoria donated two arch lever files with papers about his involvement with the GAELIC Resource Sharing Workgroup and cataloguing, including GCATS. This was added to the official collection, as it enriches the collection regarding GCATS, but it is retained as a separate number (35).

Copies of three journal articles written about GAELIC have also been included.
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